562	DEFINITIONS
exclusive levelling to collective standards, involves a definite
injury to individual vital activity. But individuality, both
physically and physiologically, is already given; hence it
also expresses itself psychologically* An essential check to
the individuality, therefore, involves an artificial mutilation.
It is at once clear that a social group consisting of deformed
individuals cannot for long be a healthy and prosperous
institution; since only that society which can preserve its
internal union and its collective values, while at the
same time granting the greatest possible freedom to the
individual, has any prospect of enduring vitality. Since
the individual is not only a single, separate being but, by his
very existence, also presupposes a collective relationship,
the process of individuation must clearly lead to a more
intensive and universal collective solidarity, and not to mere
isolation.
The psychological process of individuation is clearly
bound up with the so-called transcendent function (q.v,}} since
it alone can provide that individual line of development
which would be quite unattainable upon the ways dictated
by the collective norm (v> Symbol).
Under'no circumstances can individuation be the unique
goal of psychological education. Before individuation can
betaken for a goal, the educational aim of adaptation to
the necessary minimum of collective standards must first
be attained. A plant which is to be brought to the fullest
possible unfolding of its particular character must first of
all be able to grow in the soil wherein it is planted,
Individuation always finds itself more or less in
opposition to the collective norm, since it means a separa-
tion and differentiation from the general, and a building
up of the particular; not, however, a particularity especially
sought, but one with an a priori foundation in the psyche.
The opposition to the collective norm, however, is only
Ipparent, since on closer examination the individual stand-

